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Abstract. Using the known numbers and evolution of unobscured AGN,
and assuming that there is a large number of corresponding obscured AGN —
as expected if AGN unification is correct — we predict the infrared number
counts of AGN. These agree well with the observed GOODS Spitzer data at
3.6, 8 and 24 µm, provided that the dust content of the obscuring torus is ∼ 2x
less than assumed. This strongly supports the AGN unification picture, and
implies a large population of infrared bright obscured AGN at all redshifts and
luminosities.
Introduction
To find obscured AGN beyond the local Universe requires the combination of
hard X-ray and infrared searches where most of their emission is found. This was
a strong motivation for the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS),
which consists of deep high-resolution imaging from space in X rays, far-infrared
and optical, augmented with ground-based imaging and spectroscopy. Here we
discuss the infrared properties of the AGN populations detected in X-rays in the
GOODS Fields. We explain the infrared number counts with a simple unified
model that includes many obscured AGN, as required by population syntheses of
the X-ray background. We predict that only half the total sources are detected
in X-rays since they are heavily obscured. This population of AGN missed in
X-rays will be clearly visible in the Spitzer data.
Model and Results
Details of the AGN unification model used to predict the observed number counts
of AGN at different wavelengths were presented by Treister et al. (2004). Briefly,
there are two main ingredients for this model: (1) the AGN luminosity function
and its evolution (Ueda et al. 2003), which is based on hard X-ray observations,
and (2) the observed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of AGN, which vary
with intrinsic luminosity and neutral hydrogen column density (NH) along the
line of sight. For the infrared part of the spectrum we used the dust emission
models of Nenkova et al. (2002), varying the geometry parameters within plau-
sible limits, such that local AGN SEDs are well fit and the ratio of obscured
(NH > 10
22 cm−2) to unobscured AGN is ∼ 3 : 1 as observed locally.
In the 3.6 µm band, the observed distribution agrees very well with the
prediction of this model, i.e., with AGN unification. These are the shortest
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Figure 1. Total (thin solid line) predicted AGN number counts for the
GOODS-North and -South fields in the 8µm band (left side) and for the
North field only in the 24µm band (right side). Shaded regions in the 24µm
plot reflect the range of parameters for the IR spectra. The dashed line/region
show the prediction for AGN detected in X-rays by Chandra. If the predicted
fluxes are reduced by ∼ 2x (dotted line/region), the predictions agree very
well with the GOODS Spitzer observations (thick solid lines).
wavelength observations with Spitzer and thus trace the beginning of the torus
emission at z∼0 and the host galaxy/AGN continuum at higher redshifts. There-
fore, they do not provide the strongest test of AGN unification.
The predicted and observed number counts in the 8 and 24 µm Spitzer
bands, shown in Fig. 1, are close to the predictions but are a factor of ∼ 2 lower
in IR flux (dotted lines in Fig. 1). Given that the number count predictions
depend on theoretical (and hence uncertain) dust emission models, checked only
against bright sources observed by IRAS and ISO, we infer there may be slightly
less dust in the torus than previously assumed.
The model also predicts that only ∼ 50% of the total AGN in the GOODS
fields are detected in deep Chandra X-rays observations. The missed sources are
heavily obscured AGN and thus very faint in X-rays. All these AGN should be
detected in the deep Spitzer observations of these fields; however the main chal-
lenge is to distinguish them from other IR-bright sources like starburst galaxies.
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